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In a recent letter1 Kutschera concluded that a pion condensate state 

does not develop in symmetric nuclear matter. In this note we contradict his 

conclusion. by pointing out that the particular choice of coupling for the-P 

meson that he uses leads to an instability in the theory. It possesses no 

stable solution at any density whatever. This invalidates that particular 

coupling. Moreover, his conclusion is directly attributable to peculiar 

features introduced by the instability and therefore is also invalid. 

Very briefly. the instability results because in his interaction 

Lagrangian, the P meson is not coupled to a conserved current. as it ought 

to be, but to only a piece of the isospin current. When the p is properly 

coupled to the total isospin current a theory with stable finite field 
. 2 

configurations results, as we have shown elsewhere. -

Kutschera's results are shown schematically in Fig. 1. At low nuclear 

density, n, he shows two states, a low energy normal state and a high energy 

TI-P condensate. At a critical density c. a third state develops and becomes 

the ground state. This is the expected pion condensate state. However. at 

slightly higher density. the two pion condensate states bifurcate. and there

after only the normal state remains. We now discuss how this peculiar 

structure arises as a result of the instability in his theory. 
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It is easiest to begin the discussion of symmetric nuclear matter by 

considering the limit of zero baryon.density. The energy density of his 

theory then is given by 

k2+m2 
£ = 2 TI Tt + ,J, m2 p2 - g 1f p k 

c. p p, , 

... ·, 

( 1 ) 

where rr and p are the mean values of the J:fion field and the spatial part of 

the isospin 3.,..componentof the rho field, and k is :the pion wave n~mber. The 

negative term arises from the last term in h"is· interaction.tagrangian:. namely 

-g p~ •(TI X () TI) 
p - ;,.. ~ -

The conditions 

d£ = d£ = 1E. = '0 
arr ap ak 

( 2) 

determine the stationary points. ·The third one yields k = gpP· Substituti.ng 
1 '·~ .-·,. .: 

back into £, we get a representation of the energy density as a function of 

the tt,p field strengths. 

(3) 

A contour plot of £(7f,P) is shown. in Fi~f~ 2 .. At zero baryon:·densitl~ it has'·a 

minimum at the origin. and a saddle point at (tt .P) = (mp/9 • m /g ) .' which are . p TI p . 

respecti'vely the gY'ound state and rr~p state of Kutschera•is calculations repre-

sented ~n~ Fig. 1. On the trajectory:~assi~~through the origin and the saddle 

point, the energy is represented by the curve n = 0 of Fig. 3. The energy 

goes to -bo for simultaneously grow'ing rr-p fields. Therefore the stationary~· 

point at the origin is only metastable; it is a lo~al but not global· minimum. 

The saddle point is of course unstable' to infinitesimal fluctuations. 

We now discuss Kutschera•s solutions for finite mklear density. As the 

density increases the two 11 Solutions 11 evoive in energy as shown in Fig.l. At 
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the density n = C a new solution develops that has ·lower energy than the normal 

state. This is the expected pion condensed state. The energy surface passing 

through the origin and saddle point. at the density n = a. is represented in 

Fig. 3 by then= a label. The normal state is now a local maximum in the 

energy, the lower pion state is a local minimum. and the upper on~ is still a 

saddle configuration. At somewhat higher density, n = B. the local minimum and 

the saddle point merge. For n > B there is only one stationary solution and it 

is a maximum. To summarize. below a critical density n = C the normal state 

is metastable. Above C the normal state becomes unstable and a metastable 

condensed state develops. At a somewhat higher density n >B. there is not 

~ven a metastable solution. At no density is there a stable solution. 

As mentioned earlier. a satisfactory theory with 7T and p mesons can be 

obtainedby coupling the p to the conserved isospin current of the theory. 

This current is 

Kutschera coupled the p only to the first two terms. When the complete 

conserved current is retained, then a theory with stable finite field configu

rations results. 2 

In symmetric nuclear matter the P-meson plays no role. This is because 

the entire ~~ (and not only parts of it) is the source of the p field and the 

isospin is zero for symmetric matter. Moreover. the spatial part of any 

conserved current vanishes in the ground state. 3 In our paper on symmetric 

matter, 4 because the p meson plays no role. only the first two terms of (4) 
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were written down~ and the remaining ones were indicated by ..•. Perhap~ this 

was the source of a misunderstanding. 

This work was supported by the Director •. Office of Energy Research, 

Division of Nuclear·Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics 

of the ~.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Ener.gy density £ vs baryon density n for the normal state 1 and the 

two pion-conaensed states 2 and 3. 

Fig. 2. For zero baryon density the contour plots for £ in the n-p-plane 

with pion_~o~entum'k ~ gp•p that minimizes the energy are sho~ri. 

There is a ~~nimufu ~t the origin .and a sa~dle point at the 

intersection of the dashed lines. 

Fig. 3. Trajectory for£ in the ir-p-plane·passirig through the origin and the 

saddl~ point for four different b~ryon densities (cbmpare with fig~ 1). 
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Fig. 1 .· 
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